Only the sample breaks down.

Brinkmann homogenizers make the difference - in 30 seconds. Rapid action preserves biological integrity. Brinkmann homogenizers take advantage of mechanical shearing and cavitation to assure you of uniform sample breakdown in only 30 to 60 seconds. This rapid action protects your samples from inactivation by heat generated during prolonged homogenization.

Powerful, durable motors work harder, longer. Brinkmann homogenizers use A.A.4.7\%f\%N\%AI\%nieavy-auuy, nrirn-speeu/uu anai 1600 W motors for high torque and long life. They reach speeds of up to 727,000 rpm to disintegrate samples efficiently and effortlessly. One system meets all your homogenization needs. Brinkmann homogenizers handle samples from 0.5 mL to 25 L with 21 generators, two motors, and a complete range of accessories.
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Shaping the future. Brinkmann INSTRUMENTS, INC.
The Incommensurate Modulation of the 2212 Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O Superconductor: Y. Gao, P. Lee, P. Coppens, M. A. Subramanian, A. W. Sleight

Neutron Imaging of Laser Fusion Targets: D. Reiss, R. A. Lerche, R. J. Ellis, S. M. Lane, K. A. Nugent

Chromosomal Gene Transfer in Spiroplasma citri: G. Barroso and J. Labarère


Mammalian Glucocorticoid Receptor Derivatives Enhance Transcription in Yeast: M. Schena and K. R. Yamamoto


Beta-N-Methylamino-L-Alanine Neurotoxicity: Requirement for Bicarbonate as a Cofactor: J. H. Weiss and D. W. Choi

Characterization of a Helical Protein Designed from First Principles: L. Regan and W. F. DeGrado

Coordinate Hormonal and Synaptic Regulation of Vasopressin Messenger RNA: F. Baldino, Jr., T. M. O'Kane, S. Fitzpatrick-McElligott, B. Wolfsen

NMDA Receptor Losses in Putamen from Patients with Huntington's Disease: A. B. Young, J. T. Greenamyre, Z. Hollingsworth, R. Albin, C. D'Amato, I. Shoulson, J. B. Penney

AAAS Meetings

AAAS Forum '88: Science Teaching: Advance Registration and Housing Form

Book Reviews

Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Without the Bomb, reviewed by R. W. Jones
Cold War on Campus, R. Giffith
Radon and Its Decay Products in Indoor Air, R. S. Eaton
Some Other Books of Interest: Books Received

Products & Materials

Immunohistochemical Staining Kits
Membranes for Epifluorescence
Chromatography Software
Quick-Freeze Freezers
Multivariate Analysis Software
Biotinylated Molecule Detection
Literature